In this paper, we study the topology of Homeo S 1 (P), the group of S 1 equivariant homeomorphisms of P , in paticular in x3, we discus S 1 bundles over CP n . It is known ( [2] , [4] ) that there is a bration G ! Map S 1 (P; P ) ! Map(X; X) (1.1) and it is shown in [8] that (1.1) restricts to G ! Homeo S 1 (P ) 0! Homeo P (X) (1.2) where Homeo P (X) = f' 2 Homeo(X)j' 3 P = P g: Fix a base point x 0 2 X and dene a map x 0 : Homeo P (X) ! X by x 0 (') = '(x 0 ).
Then we have Proposition 1.1. There exits a weak homotopy equivalence Homeo S 1 (P) ' w 3 x 0 P Let Homeo 3 P (X) be the subgroup of Homeo P (X) consisting of base point preserving maps. Then Homeo S 1 ;x 0 (P ) = 01 (Homeo 3 P (X)) is consisting of maps preserving the bre over x 0 . Let Homeo 3 S 1 (P) Homeo S 1 ;x 0 (P) be the subgroup acting as identity on the bre over x 0 . Moreover for any paracompact subgroup G Homeo P (X) with homotopy type of CW complex, since Map(X; X) is locally contractible and G acts Homeo S 1 (P) freely on the right, (1.2) restricted to G is a principal bundle. We have Proposition 1.3. Homeo S 1 (P )j G = 3 x 0 P 2 G 0 as principal G bundle over G.
Let P k be the principal S 1 bundle over CP n with c 1 (P k ) = k, then, by using [6] , we obtain the following theorem. Theorem 1.4. 2i+1 (Homeo S 1 (P k )) has a free part for i = 0; 1; 1 1 1 ; n.
In fact the similar result holds for S 3 bundles over HP n , and discussed in the appendix.
The author is grateful to Profesor Akira Kono for his advices, especially to reer [6] [7] , and encouragement. bundle over CP n with c 1 (P k ) = k and consider the subgroup P U (n + 1) Homeo P k (CP n ). The cases for k = 0; 1 are studied in [8] . Finally we consider the homotopy groups. The proof is similar to that of Proposition 3.4. Here we use the result of [7] . Consider the natural action of Sp(n + 1) on HP n , which induces the map Sp(n + 1)=Z 2 i 0000! Homeo P (HP n ) j 0000! Map(HP n ; HP n ):
Then we have Theorem [7] . The induced homomorphism (ji) 3 1: i (Sp(n + 1)=Z 2 ) Q ! i (Map(HP n ; HP n )) Q is an isomorphism for all i > 4. (Sp(n + 1)=Z 2 ) (0) 0000! Map(HP n ; HP n ) (0) where (Homeo S 3 (P )j Sp ) (0) = Map S 3 (P; P ) (0) j (Sp(n+1)=Z 2 ) (0) and G (0) = (BG (0) ). ' Map P (HP n ; K(Q; 4)) ' K(Q; 4) where the last line is due to the R. Thom's famous result, hence
Therefore the following map is an isomorphism for all i 6 = 3 i ((Homeo S 3 (P)j Sp ) (0) ) ! i (Map S 3 (P; P ) (0) ); hence i (Homeo S 3 (P)j Sp ) Q ! i (Homeo S 3 (P)) Q is injective for i 6 = 3 and we complete the proof. 3 
